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 SAVED WORDS  view recents

rejuvenate
verb

 Save Word

To save this word, you'll need to log in.

Log In  
re· ju· ve· nate | \ ri-ˈjü-və-ˌnāt  \
rejuvenated; rejuvenating

Definition of rejuvenate

transitive verb

1a : to make young or youthful again : give new vigor to
b : to restore to an original or new state rejuvenate old cars
2a : to stimulate (a stream) to renewed erosive activity especially by uplift
b : to develop youthful features of topography in

intransitive verb

: to cause or undergo rejuvenescence

 Other Words from rejuvenate  Synonyms  Choose the Right Synonym  Did You Know? 

Example Sentences  Learn More about rejuvenate

Keep scrolling for more

Other Words from rejuvenate

rejuvenator \ ri- ̍ jü- və- ̩nā- tər  \ noun

Synonyms for rejuvenate
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Synonyms

freshen,
recharge,
recreate,
refresh,
refreshen,
regenerate,
renew,
repair,
restore,
resuscitate,
revitalize,
revive,
revivify

Visit the Thesaurus for More 

Choose the Right Synonym for rejuvenate

renew, restore, refresh, renovate, rejuvenate mean to make like new. renew implies a restoration of what had
become faded or disintegrated so that it seems like new. efforts to renew the splendor of the old castle restore
implies a return to an original state after depletion or loss. restored a fine piece of furniture refresh implies the
supplying of something necessary to restore lost strength, animation, or power. a refreshing drink renovate
suggests a renewing by cleansing, repairing, or rebuilding. the apartment has been entirely renovated rejuvenate
suggests the restoration of youthful vigor, powers, or appearance. the change in jobs rejuvenated her spirits

Did You Know?

Juvenis, Latin for "young", can be seen in a word such as juvenile. Rejuvenation is something that can be carried
out on a creaky old house, a clunker of a car, a sluggish career, a weak economy, or a company that's lost its edge,
but rejuvenate and rejuvenation are probably used most often for talking about our physical selves. Ads for lotions
promise skin rejuvenation; diet-book covers show rejuvenated (or maybe just young) models bursting with health.
We still seem to be searching for that "Fuente de la Juventud" that Juan Ponce de León failed to discover five
hundred years ago.

Examples of rejuvenate in a Sentence
The spa treatment rejuvenated me. Each candidate claims to have a plan to rejuvenate the sagging economy.
See More
Recent Examples on the Web Exclusive to Dr Sturm’s Miami and LA Boutique & Spa will also be the brand’s
Summer Facial — a refreshing and nourishing treatment that includes exfoliation, the signature facial massage and
the application of ice rollers to rejuvenate the skin. — Angela Lei, Forbes, "A Look Inside Dr Barbara Sturm’s
New Miami Boutique & Spa," 17 May 2021 But before filling up your calendar, take a moment to slow down and
carve out some open, unstructured time to rejuvenate and prepare yourself for post-pandemic life. — Ashley
Abramson, New York Times, "Filling Your Summer Calendar? Slow Your Roll.," 14 May 2021

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of
the word 'rejuvenate.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its
editors. Send us feedback.

See More
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First Known Use of rejuvenate

1742, in the meaning defined at transitive sense 1a

History and Etymology for rejuvenate

re- + Latin juvenis young — more at young

Keep scrolling for more

Learn More about rejuvenate

Share rejuvenate

Post the Definition of rejuvenate to Facebook  Share the Definition of rejuvenate on Twitter 

Time Traveler for rejuvenate

The first known use of rejuvenate was in 1742

See more words from the same year

Listen to Our Podcast about rejuvenate

Theme music by Joshua Stamper ©2006 New Jerusalem Music/ASCAP

Get Word of the Day delivered to your inbox!

Your email address  Sign Up 

Dictionary Entries near rejuvenate
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rejuggle

rejunction

rejuvenate

rejuvenation

rejuvenescence

rejuvenescency

See More Nearby Entries 

Statistics for rejuvenate

Last Updated

1 Jun 2021

Look-up Popularity

Top 1% of words

Cite this Entry

“Rejuvenate.” Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, Merriam-Webster, https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/rejuvenate. Accessed 1 Jun. 2021.

Style: MLA
MLA  Chicago  APA  Merriam-Webster

Keep scrolling for more

More Definitions for rejuvenate

rejuvenate

verb

English Language Learners Definition of rejuvenate

: to make (someone) feel or look young, healthy, or energetic again
: to give new strength or energy to (something)

See the full definition for rejuvenate in the English Language Learners Dictionary

rejuvenate

verb
re· ju· ve· nate | \ ri-ˈjü-və-ˌnāt  \
rejuvenated; rejuvenating
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Medical Definition of rejuvenate

transitive verb

: to make young or youthful again specifically : to restore sexual vigor in (as by hormones or an operation)

intransitive verb

: to cause or undergo a renewal of youthfulness

Other Words from rejuvenate

rejuvenation \ ri- ̩ jü- və- ̍nā- shən, ˌrē-   \ noun
rejuvenator \ ri- ̍ jü- və- ̩nāt- ər  \ noun

More from Merriam-Webster on rejuvenate

Thesaurus: All synonyms and antonyms for rejuvenate

Nglish: Translation of rejuvenate for Spanish Speakers

Comments on rejuvenate

What made you want to look up rejuvenate? Please tel l  us where you read or heard
it ( including the quote, if  possible).

W O R D  O F  T H E  D A Y

anfractuous
See Definitions and Examples »
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Test Your Vocabulary

May 2021 Words of the Day Quiz

Abjure means:

assure renounce

recess advise

Can you spell these 10
commonly misspelled words?

TAKE THE QUIZ

Spell words. Make bears.
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Love words? Need even more definitions?
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The words that defined the week of
May 28th, 2021

Lucky 7: Words About Luck

Hey, you never know.

Words We're Watching:
'Ghost Kitchen'

It really delivers.

A Cast of 12 Astrological
Words

It's written in the stars
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'All Intensive Purposes' or
'All Intents and Purposes'?
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'Nip it in the butt' or 'Nip it
in the bud'?

We're gonna stop you right there

Literally

How to use a word that (literally)
drives some pe...

Is Singular 'They' a Better
Choice?

The awkward case of 'his or her'

W O R D  G A M E S

May 2021 Words of the Day
Quiz

Which ones do you remember?

Spring Words Quiz

Warmer weather, harder vocabulary.
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